Course Description
Affective Psychology
Leading Lecturer: Katalin Varga

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim of the course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Aim of the course:

This course aims to provide a summary of motivation, emotion and consciousness in a modern, integrative framework. The course consists of theoretical and practical blocks. The theoretical lectures cover the classical theories, evidence and methods on the three main topics. In the practical block, the basic affective processes of healthy adults are demonstrated, analysed and discussed, on the basis of the self-experience of the students. The practical block also aims to develop critical, scientific thinking and presentation skills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning outcome, competences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Learning outcome, competences

**knowledge:**
- The student who fulfils this course will know the basic phenomena and the main classical and contemporary theories of affective psychology, including pieces of empirical evidence and practical aspects.
- The student will be familiar with the associations between motivation and emotion, and their influence on psychological functioning, and the alternative theories related to these. She or he identifies the critical points of these theories, and the possibilities to integrate them.
- The student will be familiar with the main methods of investigating and analysing affective phenomena.

**attitude:**
- The student recognises the affective aspects of psychological phenomena; in her or his own research projects and practice she or he acknowledges and applies the results of affective sciences.
- The student is committed to the ethical investigation of psychological processes, including motivation, emotion, consciousness, pain, and other phenomena.
- The student understands that the research methods demonstrated at the affective psychology practicals show educational purposes, and that active participation in these (either as a subject, as an experimenter, or as an observer) is essential to get familiar with scientific methods. She or he accepts that the tutors will use the empirical data collected in the practical seminars to expand databases connected to the given phenomenon in a way that the information on the participants is not identifiable, and that these databases will be used in scientific publications.

**skills:**
- The student is able to scientifically analyse affective phenomena – especially motivation, emotion, consciousness, pain and sexuality –, and to put them in a theoretical frame.
- The student is able to identify research questions and hypotheses on affective phenomena, and to associate appropriate empirical methods with the questions or hypotheses.
- The student is able to collaborate in a cooperative manner, and to carry out individual or group tasks assigned at the practical seminars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content of the course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Content of the course

Topics of the course
• Introduction: the subject of affective psychology; theoretical basis and structure of the course. Areas in the psychology of motivation; its historical backgrounds and main concepts. Motivation research.
• Primary non-homeostatic motivation systems. Sexuality and caretaking behaviour. Sexual development, sexual identity, sex and gender differences.
• Motive of affiliation and social behaviour.
• The motivational background of “flight” and “fight”. Theories and research of fear, anxiety, panic and aggression.
• Pain perception; modulation and therapy of pain.
• Prosocial motivation. Altruism.
• Human specific motivation; cognitive needs. Extrinsic and intrinsic motivation.
• The nature and components of emotions. The relationship between motivation and emotion.
• Vegetative arousal and emotion. Expression of emotions, nonverbal communication, lie detection.
• The emotional experience. The role of cognition and cultural effects in emotions.
• Emotions in social relationships: attachment, love, happiness.
• Problem solving.
• Consciousness, conscious processing, altered states of consciousness.
• Summary.

Learning activities, learning methods
• Classroom lectures
• Practical seminars

Evaluation of outcomes
Learning requirements, mode of evaluation, criteria of evaluation:

Requirements
• Acquisition of the theoretical lectures and the requested readings
• Active participation in the practical seminars; preparation for written tests and individual or pair presentations.
• Carrying out the tasks assigned by the tutors at the practical seminars, e.g., participation in affective psychological research.

Mode of evaluation: the final grade is calculated from the grades earned in the theoretical block (55%) and in the practical block (45%)

criteria of evaluation:
• Depth of knowledge of the theoretical material
• Active participation in the practical seminars
• Scores earned in the written tests in the seminars
• The quality of the practical presentation or other activities

Reading list
Compulsory reading list
• Other readings specified by the tutors.

**Recommended reading list**

• Other readings specified by the tutors.